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Chat Transcript for Reader’s Advisory for a New Age: Social Media & Tech Tools 

Presented by Anna Mickelson & Kaite Mediatore Stover for LibraryLinkNJ—The 

New Jersey Library Cooperative on February 27, 2014  

 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:41) Hi, friends! We're going to get started at 3 pm. If you can't hear 

anything, don't worry -- there's nothing TO hear at the moment. :-) 

  Kate Cannarozzi: (14:51) Hi Kaite & Anna 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:51) Hi Katie and Anna!  Not too windy here but super cold! 

  Kate Cannarozzi: (14:51) Are there handouts to print up? 

  Amanda Decker: (14:52) Hi Kaitie & Anna. It is very windy in Franklin Park right now. 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:52) http://librarylinknj.org/content/reader%E2%80%99s-advisory-new-

age-social-media-and-tech-tools  

  Kate Cannarozzi: (14:52) Please post the link. Thank you 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:53) Joanne just shared it. 

  silvestra Praino: (14:53) Hi Kaite and Anna.  It is not windy in Mahwah 

  Kaite Stover: (14:53) Its just wicked cold in Kansas City 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:53) more bad weather Sunday into Tuesday for central and north jersey 

  Anna Mickelsen: (14:54) My son says snow means no mosquitos 

  Kaite Stover: (14:54) im on board with bug killing 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:54) no bugs sounds good to me 

  Liz B: (14:54) for some reason we've had a few stink bugs in the house! 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:54) North Jersey too 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:54) Saw a stinkbug yesterday Sophie 

  Kaite Stover: (14:54) Stomp it 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:54) Shoveled a dead one off my deck last week 
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  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:54) sorry!  it went outside very quiclly 

  Liz B: (14:55) i flush them -- 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:55) Get a dog - they eat htem 

  Amelia: (14:55) old magizines work great for killing them too 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:55) These are all excellent strategies. 

  Liz B: (14:55) well sophie its not real until you tweet it.... 

  Amelia: (14:55) my dogs don't eat them, they do however stand near by and bark at them 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:55) Yuck, Ilene. 

  Kaite Stover: (14:55) Tweets or it didn't happen! 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:55) Good source of protein 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:55) I don't let Mr. Darcy eat them 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:56) Mr. Darcy is my dog, by the way 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:56) LOL! 

  Amelia: (14:56) Joanne, I love that! 

  Kaite Stover: (14:56) Mr Darcy eats stinkbugs. LULZ 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:56) Thanks, Amelia! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:57) In my P&P fanfiction, Mr. Darcy eats all kinds of insects! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:57) He goes to the Amazon & is forced to forage for subsistence-levels 

of protein! 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:58) Yuck 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:58) Not really. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:58) I kid 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (14:58) Sounds like a great plot Sophie 

  Joanne Roukens: (14:58) Oh,you! 
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  Sophie  Brookover: (14:58) But I have read a lot of P&P fanfiction, so I'm sure there is SOME 

Mr. Darcy as Explorer fanfic out there. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:58) I know, I'm a cut-up! 

  Amelia: (14:58) I"ve read Mr. Darcy as a pirate 

  Liz B: (14:59) I don't think I've watched a Mr Darcy that I haven't liked 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:59) But do you prefer Mr. Darcy to Captain Wentworth? 

  Liz B: (14:59) oohhhhhhhh 

  Amelia: (14:59) NO! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (14:59) The Captain is my fave. 

  Liz B: (14:59) that's cheating 

  Amelia: (14:59) I love Wentworth 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:00) Hi all!  Glad to be here! 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:02) Good afternoon everyone! This is Joanne Roukens.  I am providing 

tech support this afternoon.  If you have any problems with your audio/video during the 

program, we find that exiting and re-entering the meeting room fixes most things.  If your 

problem persists or you are having another tech issue, please call me at 201-874-6885. 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:05) Fantastic Fiction 

  Jill Eisner: (15:06) There's an echo 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:06) Getting an echo 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:06) Love Fantastic Fiction 

  Liz B: (15:06) general google search, to be honest 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:06) Sorry about the echo --we're working on it! 

  Theresa: (15:06) Fantastics Fiction, I also often Google a title and the word "readalikes" 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:07) Gonna check out Fantastic fiction.  Love to learn about new 

advisories 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:08) Facebook is the most used social network, for sure. 
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  Sophie  Brookover: (15:08) Hey, friends, you can find Kaite on Twitter as @marianliberryan 

and Anna is there as @helgagrace. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:09) We're tweeting a back-channel discussion of this webinar using 

#llnj_readers as the unifying hashtag. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:11) If my e-mail from earlier got caught in your spam filter, you can go 

here to download the PDF: http://librarylinknj.org/content/reader%E2%80%99s-advisory-new-

age-social-media-and-tech-tools  

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:11) Here's the Booketology link: http://www.kclibrary.org/blog/kc-

unbound/booketology-get-your-spring-book-tournament-bracket  

  @kathleengalarza: (15:12) I am in a high school library.  I am not a big facebook fan.  Am I 

really losing out by not using facebook, do you think? 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:13) I have an active twitter feed for the library #MSHSLibrary1 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:13) It depends, do you think you could connect with your patrons more 

than you do on your Twitter feed? 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:13) HS kids here seem to like Tumblr best 

  Lanora: (15:13) -Kathleen - a lot of the teens I work with are on instagram 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:13) I have been thinkin g about Tumblr lately 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:13) The booketology looks brilliant 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:14) We will be covering Tumblr and Instagram a little later. 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:14) Ah, Instagram, yes! 

  Kaite Stover: (15:14) TLDR 

  Nathalia Bermudez: (15:15) Too long: didn't read 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:15) @kathleen, I <3 Tumblr. There's a ton of reader's advisory going on 

there. 

  Kate Vasilik: (15:16) scheduling on FB makes life so much more managable 

  Kate Vasilik: (15:16) (nice pronunciation!) 

  Linda Hoffman: (15:16) @Kate agreed! 
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  Sophie  Brookover: (15:16) We use Buffer (www.bufferapp.com) to schedule our FB & Twitter 

posts. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:17) And we chose the specific times according to when our fans are 

most likely to be on FB. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:17) So our posts go out around 9 AM, 1 PM, 4 PM & 8 PM. 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:17) @sophie, I'm going to make that my new "check into it" for the list I 

have going for this weekend!  Thanks! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:19) We have a link to the Seattle page on our handout. 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:19) https://www.facebook.com/SeattlePublicLibrary  

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:21) If you hit full-screen, you can see these posts in all their glory. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:21) They will also be available when we post the slides tomorrow. 

  Kate Vasilik: (15:21) love this! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:22) Or see https://www.facebook.com/kclibrary  

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:22) Katie - is Reading Refresh copyrighted or can anyone use it for their 

library? 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:23) I saw these on twitter.  So cool! 

  Kaite Stover: (15:23) WILL DO! 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:24) Thanks Katie!  Will give credit to you and change it up a bit 

  Kaite Stover: (15:24) Reading Refresh-a-likes: BookRenew, BookRefresh, 

  Kaite Stover: (15:25) ReadersShelf,  ShelfRefresh, TBRNow! 

  Jennifer Neely: (15:25) what is your @ again Anna on twitter? 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:25) @helgagrace 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:26) As will we -- @librarylinknj 

  Kaite Stover: (15:26) PageRefresh,  

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:26) :-) 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:26) Thanks Anna.  I already follow you. I'm @shelfemployed  
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  Kaite Stover: (15:26) TBRWow!, ReadNext 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:26) I co-host #readadv with Liz Burns and our friend Kelly Jensen. It's 

the 1st & 3rd Thursdays of the month from 8-9 PM ET. 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:27) Everything cool always seems to be on Thu nights when I'm working. ALSC 

Chat is then, too. :/ 

  Kaite Stover: (15:27) Yes, we try to link the BoD to Instagram 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:27) @Lisa -- so true!!!! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:28) ALSC chat is after #readadv! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:28) Not that helps, if you're working. 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:28) I know, but I'm at work for both.  

  Kaite Stover: (15:28) Yes, what Anna is saying, make the connections between platforms 

relevant and interesting 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:31) Pinterest is great for RA lists for TV shows (GoT, Downton, etc) 

  LauraLeonard: (15:31) We've been converting text only online teen booklists to pinterest 

boards, here's one: http://www.pinterest.com/hillsdalelib/dystopian-fiction/   Links to the 

catalog (a few bugs, but mostly working) 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:31) Nice! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:31) Looks great! 

  Lanora: (15:32) Laura - I had started doing that at Secaucus with the summer reading books 

  Lanora: (15:32) http://www.pinterest.com/secaucuslibrary/  

  Lanora: (15:32) West Orange would like me to do the same :) 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:32) Laura, that is so neat!  Great idea! 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:32) Both look great! 

  LauraLeonard: (15:33) Lanora, nice! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:33) @Lanora, I bet! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:33) :-) 
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  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:33) http://www.pinterest.com/denvillelibrary/  

  Jessica Hadley: (15:33) Wish I could see! Pinterest is blocked at my job :( 

  Kate Vasilik: (15:33) pinterest is such an amazing format for what is traditinally text-heavy 

stuff! 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:33) How much text do you need to add to a pin to make it useful? 

  LauraLeonard: (15:34) Converting lists is a good task for staff who must "man" the desk, but 

it's not super busy. 

  Jennifer Neely: (15:34) crafts, food crafts, bulletin boards  

  LauraLeonard: (15:34) CL - we link to the BCCLS cataolog and that's it since the lists are 

thematic 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:34) @CL I think you can keep the text short & sweet. 

  Jennifer Sidie: (15:34) We do craft programs based on ideas from Pinterest:  

www.pinterest.com/wclibhq 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:34) People mostly click & repin & like based on the visuals more than 

anything else. 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:34) Short and sweet is best 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:35) CL, not much text at all--too much ruins the visual impact, I think 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:35) Thanks, everyone.  

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:36) http://www.goodreads.com/group/show/33998-salt-lake-county-

library-services  SL County Public Library 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:36) I had a student get me started on Goodreads.  Still struggling to use 

it, though! 

  Jessica Hadley: (15:36) You can use infographics generated by sites like piktochart 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:37) I wish my library had a bigger (better) social media presence - these are 

great ideas 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:37) Huntsville-Madison County: 

http://www.goodreads.com/group/show/60139-huntsville-madison-county-public-library  
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  Anna Mickelsen: (15:38) I love taking polls! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:38) Me, too. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:38) "Oh, you're asking for my opinion? I'll share alllll the opinions!" 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:38) So many Facebook polls!!  Enjoyable! 

  Jennifer Neely: (15:38) are there instructions on goodreads.com on how to create an account 

like this? 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:39) https://www.goodreads.com/help/show/163-how-do-i-create-a-

group  

  Jennifer Neely: (15:39) thanks! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:40) Well, that's succinct! 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:40) Started to look at Instagram because of Tara Lipinsky and Johnny 

Weir doing the figure skating in Sochi - http://instagram.com/taraandjohnny  

  Kate Vasilik: (15:41) We're doing some great readers advisory on meetup.com, too, through 

Piscataway Library's "Let's Talk About Books" 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:41) @jeanne Mugler, I see you're in the room twice. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:41) Would you like me to remove one of you? Being in here twice 

probably is messing w/your sound. 

  Jeanne Mugler 2: (15:41) I know, I don't know how that happened. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:42) I removed the other Jeanne Mugler! 

  Jeanne Mugler 2: (15:42) yes please! 

  Jeanne Mugler 2: (15:42) thank you! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:42) Mary Krivanek, same to you -- I can remove one of you, if you'd 

like. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:42) You're welcome, Jeanne! 

  LauraLeonard: (15:42) I love Piscataway's Snow Day Survival pinterest board - 

http://www.pinterest.com/piscatawaypl/snow-day-survival-kit/  

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:42) Yes! 
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  Sophie  Brookover: (15:42) So great. 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:43) I use it lot just to get a clear list of a series in number/chronological 

order 

  Kate Vasilik: (15:43) The Snow Day Survival Kit has certainly gotten a lot of use this season! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:43) I use Fantastic Fiction for that, Joanne 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:44) I'll look at that, Anna. 

  Mary Krivanek 2: (15:44) Please remove me- I've gone to listen with Jennifer due to the echo. 

  Tanya Finney Estrada: (15:44) Is this slide show available in a handout? 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:44) I believe the slides will be up tomorrow. 

  C. L. Quillen: (15:44) Fantastic Fiction is easier for series order. 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:45) Mary - I removed the first listing for you.  

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:45) And available to people who don't subscribe to NoveList 

  gail stokes: (15:45) yes i asree fantastic is good for a series fine 

  gail stokes: (15:46) ex cuse my spelling  

  @kathleengalarza: (15:46) love author readalikes! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:46) I think that's my favorite part of NoveList 

  LauraLeonard: (15:47) I love the author readalikes!   Can re-format into handy bookmarks.  

  Lisa Taylor: (15:47) I'ma YS librarian who prefers nonfiction.  I always need author readalikes 

when I work the adult ref desk 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (15:47) Author Readalikes is a great feature of Novelist 

  Joanne Roukens: (15:47) Just went and tested Fantastic Fiction with Spencer Quinn.  

Wonderful! 

  gail stokes: (15:48) is there anywhere else you can find read alikes 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:48) I didn't know Novelist had display ideas 

  Jeanne Mugler: (15:49) @sophie I'm in twice again. 
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  Jessica Hadley: (15:49) Sometimes I use Amazon "users who bought this also bought..." 

  Anna Mickelsen: (15:50) Honestly, if you just Google the name of the book and "readalike" you 

will get results 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:50) Kirkus also offers readalikes with its reviews. Here's an example 

using this year's Printz winner: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/marcus-

sedgwick/midwinterblood/  

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:50) Thanks for letting me know, Jeanne! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:50) You should be sorted out now. 

  Jeanne Mugler 2: (15:50) thanks! 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:51) OLD PEOPLE!  LOL!  That's ME! 

  Bonnie Lafazan: (15:52) College student here say they're all off facebook, on instagram, but 

who knows how long THAT will last. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:52) I read an article today about senior citizens on REDDIT. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:53) *raises hand* 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:53) One of those "addictive" things, huh? 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:54) totally. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:54) I'm going to push this out to everyone. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:54) Don't be alarmed! 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:55) That's pretty cool!  Never saw this before... 

  Kaite Stover: (15:55) CL, I try not add more than three sentences about a book. Same case of 

TLDR 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:55) Kids might like this type of layout & design 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:56) I love adding to my vocabulary!  Thanks for my new word today, 

Anna! 

  Kaite Stover: (15:57) If you're going to PLA Stephanie Anderson from Darien is doing a 

presentation on tumblr & RA for this session: Your Next Book is on Facebook: Readers' Advisory 

and Social Media 
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  Lisa Taylor: (15:57) that's been popular here 

  Amelia: (15:57) I did! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:57) Here's our Best. Library. Displays EVER. pinboard: 

http://www.pinterest.com/librarylinknj/best-book-displays-ever/  

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:57) Ooh, thanks, Kaite -- I need to add that to my schedule! 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:57) Yes I loved doing blind date with a book this year!  My kids & staff 

were involved! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:58) haha! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (15:58) oh, those kids. 

  Linda Hoffman: (15:58) We did Blinda Date with a Movie this year. 

  Kaite Stover: (15:58) Linda H, blind date witha move!! GREAT IDEA!! 

  Linda Hoffman: (15:58) *Blind 

  Linda Hoffman: (15:58) Our patrons loved it!  

  Kaite Stover: (15:59) You could match the DVD with the book!  

  @kathleengalarza: (15:59) Blind date with a movie? 

  Kaite Stover: (15:59) Book with movie based on book OR book that just goes with the movie 

  Linda Hoffman: (15:59) Great idea! 

  Kaite Stover: (15:59) Bridget Jones Diary & Pride & Prejudice 

  @kathleengalarza: (15:59) Gonna remember that blind date with a Playaway? 

  Lisa Taylor: (15:59) echo 

  Elaine Pollak 2: (16:00) Had to open a new window to see graphics and am now hearing 

echoes.  Can you close my first window? 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:00) Done - Elaine 

  Elaine Pollak 2: (16:00) thanks! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:01) Unfortunately, I'm getting an error message from LibraryReads. 
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  Anna Mickelsen: (16:01) For graphic novels: http://noflyingnotights.com/  

  Jennifer Sidie: (16:02) me too - error message 

  @kathleengalarza: (16:02) Love to listen to NPR and their discussions about books and with 

authors! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:02) Try again -- I just got it to work. 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:02) http://libraryreads.org/  

  @kathleengalarza: (16:02) Thanks, Anna, for the graphic novel site! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:03) The problem was that we're NOT supposed to include teh WWW in 

the URL. 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:03) How cool!  Jennifer Winberry at Hunterdon County is right there at 

the top! 

  Stephanie Struglia: (16:04) @ the Mt. Laurel Lib we like using whichbook: 

http://www.openingthebook.com/whichbook/  

  Bonnie Lafazan: (16:04) curious if Gone Girl ever made it?  

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:04) There will be a free Library Reads webinar on March 5th: 

http://www.macmillanlibrary.com/2014/02/13/free-edelweisslibraryreads-training-webinar  

  C. L. Quillen: (16:04) Whichbook is really cool! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:05) If you want to learn how to contribute! 

  Kaite Stover: (16:07) Yes, GENRE!! 

  Bonnie Lafazan: (16:07) Ah! just curious if librarians ever picked books who became ny 

bestsellers! Cool though either way. 

  Kaite Stover: (16:07) Bonnie, we're coming close! 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (16:07) Smart Bitches is a fantastic site for romance recommendations! 

  Kaite Stover: (16:08) LibREads picked Donna Tartt and Amy Tan's new books! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:08) So many great reading-oriented podcasts! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:08) Book Riot, Dear Book Nerd 
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  Stephanie Struglia: (16:10) Love book riot 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:10) Kelly Jensen of Stacked is a super resource person. She is SO 

knowledgeable & smart. (And is also my pal.) 

  Kaite Stover: (16:10) Podcast: Books on the Nightstand. A friend of mine LOVES this podcast! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:10) I like that one a lot, too! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:11) And Nancy Pearl has a podcast, as well: BookLust 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:12) Google! Very honest. 

  John S: (16:12) Goodreads has a great "Listopia" section 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (16:12) Depends on the genre -  

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:12) The Longform podcast is great for Nonfiction RA -- it's all interviews 

with journalists who write long pieces (hence the title), and is great for finding authors, who 

often are also authors of books. 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:13) I obviously need to be listening to that. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:13) Anna, it is SO GOOD. 

  Theresa: (16:13) It depends on how much time I have and how many patrons are waiting.  

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:13) I will subscribe immediately. 

  Kaite Stover: (16:13) Like Listopia. How do you all feel about the Amazon lists users create? 

Useful or not? 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:13) It's good to have lots of posisibilities in your back pocket. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:14) Different tools for different situations. 

  Amelia: (16:14) Depends on the list 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:14) I'd rather look at the "other readers also bought" feature than the actual 

user-created lists... 

  Kate Cannarozzi: (16:14) Quality of Amazon lists vary too much to be reliable 

  Fran Larkey: (16:14) can a list of these suggestions be generated? 

  Kaite Stover: (16:14) Kate C. is spot on. 
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  Sophie  Brookover: (16:14) Fran, yes! 

  Liz B: (16:14) thank you for the tea cozy mention! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:15) We'll include that with all the other resources we share on the 

page for this webinar at librarylinknj.org 

  Carrie Marlowe: (16:15) can you also include the chat 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:15) Sophie will post the chat transcript to our page for this webinar - 

http://librarylinknj.org/content/reader%E2%80%99s-advisory-new-age-social-media-and-tech-

tools  

  @kathleengalarza: (16:15) Thanks Sophie that list will be invaluable! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:15) We'll include everything: chat, recording, slides, handout, 

suggestions, etc. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:16) (For those of you who are not frequent flyers w/our webinars, 

that's what we do for them all!) 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:17) Sometimes you get people who come back over and over, and it feels 

like you'll never be able to find them something to read. 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:18) For a list of past programs we've done and their resources, go to 

http://librarylinknj.org/ce/past-classes  

  Kaite Stover: (16:21) Anna, ah. That happens with Reading Refresh. 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:21) Ours is ridiculously simple, but it only gets used in spurts. I think it's too 

hidden. http://www.piscatawaylibrary.org/content/what-read-next  

  Kaite Stover: (16:21) Kate V. if that ever makes your library's front page it will go like a house 

afire 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:21) that being said, when people do use the form, we get awesome feedback. 

  Amelia: (16:23) Besides goodreads I suggest FictFact for those patrons to keep track of where 

they are in a series 

  Jennifer Neely: (16:23) yeah we are not there at this time... 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:23) lol @kate cannarozzi - putting me on the spot!! 

  Linda Hoffman: (16:24) Wordpress blog? What do you think? 
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  Theresa: (16:24) Me Before You 

  @kathleengalarza: (16:24) Listening to Goldfinch -love it! 

  Liz B: (16:24) i just fnished BRIGHT BEFORE SUNRISE  

  Kaite Stover: (16:24) Kaite Stover is reading S. by Doug Dorst and JJAbrams 

  Jill Eisner: (16:25) The Girls Who Went Away by Ann Fessler 

  Amelia: (16:25) LIstening to Wild and reading Melting the Ice 

  Ilene Lefkowitz: (16:25) Lost Lake. Sarah Addison Allen 

  Lanora: (16:25) Laurie Halse Anderson's Impossible Knife of Memory 

  Melissa Hasbrouck: (16:25) Insurgent  

  Susan Tomkiel: (16:25) Flowers for her Grave - a Grim Reaper mystery 

  Richetta Wilson Lobban: (16:25) Four Below by P. Helton 

  Nathalia Bermudez: (16:25) Nowhere Men -  

  Theresa: (16:25) I try to read all the "hotties" as well as things that I pick that are not 

necessarily popular.  

  Kate Vasilik: (16:25) listening to Scowler by Daniel Kraus, and reading Faces from the Past by  

James Deem 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:25) Five Days at Memorial 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:25) The King's Hounds by Jensen 

  Melissa Hasbrouck: (16:25) The Monuments Men 

  LauraLeonard 2: (16:25) ARC of Only Everything by Kieran Scott - we are hosting the book 

release on May 6th! 

  Deepti Dutta: (16:25) Its kind of a funny story 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:25) I'm reading HILD, by Nicola Griffith -- historical fiction set in 7th 

century Britain! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:26) Nice pick, Sophie! 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:26) And Norse Myths by the D'Aulaires. 
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  Liz B: (16:26) currently reading ALL OUR PRETTY SONGS 

  Jennifer Neely: (16:26) Vortex (YA series Insignia #2) 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/16101515-vortex  

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:26) Thank you. I love it & have not nearly enough time to read it! 

@anna 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:26) I want to strangle several people in my book. 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:26) Listening to Bad Monkey by Carl Hiiasan 

  Kaite Stover: (16:26) Listening to This Is the Story of a Happy Marriage by Ann Patchett 

  Kristin Redmond: (16:27) This was fantastic. Very inspiring and a lot to think about. Thank you! 

  Joanne Roukens: (16:27) Laughing out loud in the car while listening! 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:27) I just finished I Hunt Killers -- about serial killers! 

  Fran Larkey: (16:27) It says go now to evaluation but it's not coming up. 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:27) (a teen fiction book :)) 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:27) Yes, that's so important! 

  Liz B: (16:27) White Cat by Holly black is a good criminals/mob/fantasy trilogy 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:27) I second the Holly Black trilogy. 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:27) Love those books -- and set in NJ! 

  LauraLeonard 2: (16:27) She might like Shadowlands by Kate Brian (serial killer and 

paranormal) 1st in trilogy for teens 

  Liz B: (16:27) also, set in Jersey, you 

  Liz B: (16:27) jinx sophie 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:28) Holly Black when to the College of NJ :) 

  C. L. Quillen: (16:28) Fear Nothing by Lisa Gardner 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:28) went* 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:28) Anna is an expert on 50 Shades readalikes. 
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  Justin Kontonicolaou: (16:29) Me too Kate Vasilik, loved it bc it reminded me of Dexter! 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:29) @Justin yes! 

  Jennifer Neely: (16:29) my daughter is at tcnj now!  I'll have to tell her 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:29) Looking through my podcasts: I also like Slate's Audio Book Club. 

  @kathleengalarza: (16:29) LOL! 

  Liz B: (16:29) No "50 Shades Expert" T shirt for Anna? 

  Sophie  Brookover: (16:30) and Live From Politics & Prose, which is author appearances at DC's 

famous bookstore. 

  Justin Kontonicolaou: (16:30) GTG but thank you ladies! this was incredibly helpful! 

  Jessica Hadley: (16:30) Very helpful for an aspiring teen librarian- thank you 

  @kathleengalarza: (16:30) Thanks so very much!   

  Jill Eisner: (16:30) Thank you! 

  Lanora: (16:30) Thank you.  

  C. L. Quillen: (16:30) Fabulous! Thank you! 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:30) This is awesome - thank you Anna and Kaite! 

  Anna Mickelsen: (16:30) Thanks for coming! 

  Stephanie Struglia: (16:30) Thank you! 

  @kathleengalarza: (16:30) To be read piles and piles and piles and piles.... 

  Kate Vasilik: (16:31) and LibraryLinkNJ! :) 

  Fran Larkey: (16:31) Thank you 

  Linda Hoffman: (16:31) Fantastic! Thank you!  

  Carrie Marlowe: (16:31) reading Ellis IIsland Katie Kerrigan 

  LauraLeonard 2: (16:31) Fantastic...feeling inspired, thanks! 

  Carrie Marlowe: (16:31) Thank you 
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  Anna Mickelsen: (16:31) Some links in the presentation are not on the handout, so please 

check out both. 

  Kaite Stover: (16:31) You all have been utterly fantastic!! Thank you for your suggestions, 

contributions, questions, EVERYTHING. Contact either of us if you have further questions. 
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